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Convertible Crib ‘N’ More 331150

4 Drawer Chest 331040

6 Drawer Dresser 331060

Changing Tray 331710

Toddler Guardrail 180125

Full Size Wood Bed Rails 180050

The Oakmont Collection is 
the ideal choice if you are 
dreaming of a nursery built 
around the breezy, effortless 
chic beach lifestyle. The 
textured wood and shutter-
inspired detailing capture the 
beauty of costal luxury.

Collection
Oakmont

Available Finishes

170-Rustic Bianca

940-Rustic Haze
Daybed 

Conversion

(Daybed Rail
Included)

Toddler Bed 
Conversion

(Shown with Toddler Guardrail 
#180125 - Sold Separately)

Full Size Bed 
Conversion

(Full Size Bed Rails
#180050 - Sold Separately)

4 Drawer  
Chest

Changing Tray

6 Drawer 
Dresser

(Changing Tray #331710 Not Included. 
Changing Pad Sold Separately)

(Shown in 
940-Rustic Haze)

 Crib ‘N’ More 
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Converts from crib, 
to toddler bed, to daybed, 
and to a full size bed with 
headboard & footboard 

(Toddler Guardrail and Full Size 
Bed Rails sold separately)

Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

JPMA certified to meet or 
exceed all safety standards  
set by the CPSC & ASTM

Convertible 
Crib ‘N’ More 

331150

3 position 
Metal Mattress 
support system

Assembled
Item Dimensions

58.25”W x 46”H x 31.25”D

Uses a standard 
size crib mattress 
(Sold Separately)

Tested for lead and other  
toxic elements to meet or 
exceed government and 
ASTM safety standards

6 Drawers  
for plenty of  
storage space

Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

Tested for lead and other  
toxic elements to meet or 
exceed government and 
ASTM safety standards

6 Drawer 
Dresser 

331060

Drawers built with English 
Dovetail construction

Assembled
Item Dimensions

57.25”W x 34.25”H x 19.25”D

Soft closing, full extension  
ball bearing drawer guides 

with safety stops

Accommodates coordinating 
Changing Tray item #331710 

to match the dresser

Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

Fully felt lined bottom to 
protect the dresser surface

Changing Tray 
331710

Accepts a changing pad 
34”L x 16”D x 1” thick 

(sold separately)

Assembled
Item Dimensions

53.5”W x 4.25”H x 18”D

Can be used with any sturdy 
piece of furniture with a top at 

least 53.5” x 17.25”

Tested for lead and other  
toxic elements to meet or 
exceed government and 
ASTM safety standards

4 Spacious Drawers Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

4 Drawer 
Chest 

331040

Drawers built with English 
Dovetail construction

Assembled
Item Dimensions

38.5”W x 52.75”H x 19.25”D

Soft closing, full extension  
ball bearing drawer guides 

with safety stops

Tested for lead and other  
toxic elements to meet or 
exceed government and 
ASTM safety standards

Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

Tested for lead and other  
toxic elements to meet or 
exceed government and 
ASTM safety standards

Toddler Guardrail 
180125 Provides added security

Assembled
Item Dimensions

29”W x 11”H x .75”D

Refer to your crib’s instruction 
manual to ensure this guardrail 

is compatible with your crib

JPMA certified to meet or 
exceed all safety standards  
set by the CPSC & ASTM

Strong & sturdy 
wood construction

Accommodates full size 
mattress; mattress foundation 

required. (Mattress and 
Foundation Sold Separately)

Full Size 
Wood Bed Rails 

180050

Converts your crib
to a full size bed  

(Headboard and Footboard)

Assembled
Item Dimensions

76”W x 5”H x 55.25”D

Refer to your crib’s instruction 
manual to ensure these rails 
are compatible with your crib

Collection
Oakmont


